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KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem yesterday said that
His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah could magnifi-
cently fortify Kuwait and
establish its  pol it ical
immunity amid regional
dramatic volati l ity over
the past 10 years.

“The past 10 years were
not so easy at all in view of
fluctuating regional devel-
opments and growing
political and security ten-
sions in the region. Kuwait
was so lucky to have had a
highly experienced and
wise sk ipper,” Ghanem
said in a press statement
marking the 10th anniver-
sary of His Highness the
Amir’s assumption of pow-
er.

“ The success of  His
Highness the Amir in leading the ship of
Kuwait amid such crashing waves was not
an easy task, but thanks to His Highness
the Amir’s stock of experience, wisdom

and statesmanship accumulated through-
out years was so sufficient to drive Kuwait
to safety,” he added.

The speaker highly commended the
way His Highness followed
to address the reflections
of the global financial cri-
sis, the Al-Imam Al-Sadeq
mosque explosion, the ter-
rorist cell as well as other
political and security prob-
lems. He went on to say
that thanks to His Highness
the Amir’s farsightedness
and political wisdom, His
Highness the Amir man-
aged to respond to such
challenges in a magnificent
manner. The speaker also
appreciated His Highness
the Amir ’s dedication by
acting as a regional facilita-
tor and adopting humani-
tarian initiatives, especially

regarding the Syrian crisis, citing the UN
naming of  His  Highness the Amir  as
‘Humanitarian Leader ’ as  a clear- cut
example in this regard.—KUNA
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GENEVA: Kuwaiti Health Minister Ali Al-
Obaidi said yesterday that Middle East
countries are still required to shore up their
response to emergency amid challenges
posed by ongoing conflicts in several coun-
tries.

Addressing the meeting of the World
Health Organization ( WHO) Executive
Board held in Geneva in his capacity as
chairman of the 62nd session of the WHO
Middle East committee, the minister said
ongoing regional conflicts are affecting
countries inside and outside the region. In
spite of progress in the region’s response to
emergency cases since 2014, its countries
have yet to exert more efforts in this
regard, he added.

The region’s countries have created a
regional integrated fund aiming to provide
support during the critical stages of emer-
gency cases amid a clear-cut trend towards
reliance upon regional donors for
bankrolling the fund, he added.

Despite growing challenges, they have
also managed to make headway in the
implementation of international health
regulations and set up a relevant assess-
ment committee, the minister pointed out.
“This step is another example for the ability
of regional committees to contribute to
WHO programs,” he added.

The regional committees help WHO
members focus on priorities and fields
where they really need the WHO’s backing
whether at the regional level or that of the
main headquarters, Obaidi emphasized.
Over the last four years, the region’s coun-
tries have been keen on providing all types
of help to the reform of the emergency
response mechanism, the minister added.
The current 138th session of the WHO

Executive Board kicked off yesterday and
lasts until January 30.

Amir’s award
Obaidi had announced in a statement

upon his arrival at Geneva International
Airport that winners of His Highness the
Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah’s Award will be selected
during the 138th session of the World
Health Organization (WHO), scheduled on
January 25-30. He explained that the award
in the category, health care for the elderly,
would be distributed on sidelines of the
forthcoming WHO General Assembly.

Speaking at length about the session
agenda, the senior Kuwaiti official said par-
ticipants in the meetings would discuss
matters related to the WHO budget,
reforms, staff training, funding and health
partnerships. Kuwait, in its capacity as
chairman of the 62nd session of the WHO
Middle East committee, will present a
report to the Executive Board regarding the
commission meeting, hosted by the coun-
try on October 5-8, 2015.

The report illustrates efforts exerted by
the regional countries to enhance health
security, namely precautions that have tak-
en against the Corona virus, which causes
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome)
and the Bird Flu. It also assesses implemen-
tation of relevant health laws and realiza-
tion of sustainable development objec-
tives. Implementation of these objectives
has been outlined within framework of
action plans, with aim of securing high
health standards for peoples of all ages,
including health in various policies, Obaidi
added in the remarks to the Kuwaiti news
network.— KUNA

GENEVA: Health Minister Dr Ali Al-Obaidi (right) is pictured with Kuwait’s permanent
delegate to the UN Ambassador Jamal Al-Ghunaim. —KUNA
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KUWAIT: Minister of Public Works Dr Ali
Al-Omair affirmed yesterday his min-
istry’s keenness to complete all work
projects as soon as possible despite all
the delays. Omair made his remarks dur-
ing the inauguration of Al-Jahra high-
way’s second stage, stressing importance
on continuing to finish all vital road proj-
ects to ensure comfort to citizens based
on the guidelines and directives of His
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah.

Omair added that the inauguration
of the road is a positive and important
step because it connects north of the
country with the center, and contributes
to the reduction of traffic jams. The min-
ister also expressed keenness that his
ministry is working tirelessly to put an
end to all road problems that face driv-
ers, namely the flying pebbles. Omair
noted that his ministry as well as others
cooperated effectively in providing all
means necessary to complete the state’s
projects.  — KUNA
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KUWAIT: Minister of Public Works Dr Ali Al-Omair is seen during the inauguration of Al-Jahra high-
way’s second stage. —Photo by Fouad Al-Shaikh

TUNIS: Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi’s visit
to Kuwait will be an additional chapter added to
the strong and every growing bilateral relation,
an official said yesterday. Essebsi is set to arrive
in Kuwait today in a two-day visit where he will
hold talks with His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.

Speaking on the matter, former Minister of
Foreign Affairs Ahmed Ounaies told KUNA that
both countries were eager to further normalize
relations, stressing that the upcoming visit by
President Essebsi was an opportunity to explore
various ways to develop ties. Essebsi’s previous
visit to Kuwait in 2011 in his capacity as former
Prime Minister is a positive sign that the rela-
tions will be further expanded now that he is
president, said Ounaies.

Boosting ties
The Tunisian President’s upcoming visit to

Kuwait was on an invitation by His Highness the

Amir. According to a number of former diplo-
mats and media figures the upcoming visit by
the President would be focusing essentially on
boosting political ties between the two nations.

Kuwaiti-Tunisian relations witnessed a golden
age during the late 1970s and 1980s especially
within the economic and educational domains.
In the 1990s, the relations between the two
countries dwindled due to the controversial
Tunisian stance on the Iraq invasion of Kuwait;
however, the two reconciled afterwards and
resumed developing relations on all levels.

Both nations hope to take this further, with
Tunisia, which is going through a somewhat dif-
ficult economic period, hoping their president’s
visit will usher in much-needed Kuwaiti invest-
ments for development. Tunisian officials also
hope that Kuwait, an effective member of the
influential Gulf Cooperation Council, can offer
something in the political realm amid a turbu-
lent Middle East region.

33 loans
On the economic level, data from March 2015

revealed that Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED), thus far, had provided 33
loans to Tunisia worth a total of KD 164.5 million
($547.75 million).

Tunisian journalist Kamal Ben Youssef
believes that his nation’s government will look to
bring back economic cooperation that was
booming in the 1980s. The visit will be an oppor-
tunity for the signature of a number of agree-
ments on the direct, bilateral or tripartite scale
(with the inclusion of the Kuwait Fund for Arab
Economic Development), he suggested.

On the other hand, a former Tunisian ambas-
sador views that the president will aim to focus
on political affairs alone. He attributed his view
to the leader’s new-found powers as per the
fresh constitution, which offers him the ability to
map out the country’s foreign policies. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: The Alwaleed Philanthropies (AP),
chaired by Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Bin
Abdulaziz Alsaud, and the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
yesterday launched an innovative digital cam-
paign in an urgent call for the international
community to support the efforts to protect
displaced Syrians this winter. The “Tweet for
Heat” campaign, sheds light on the life threat-
ening weather conditions millions of refugees
and internally displaced are facing amid dwin-
dling resources and for many in fragile
makeshift shelters. 

More than 8 million displaced Syrians will
have to withstand another harsh winter tem-
peratures dropping as low as -5 C degrees
across the Middle East and Europe. Over 4.6
million refugees, half of whom are children,
are dispersed across three continents with
temperatures as low as -10 C degrees in search
of warmth and safe havens. 

“The innovative Tweet for Heat campaign is
calling on the global community to join
Alwaleed Philanthropies and UNHCR in our
urgent effort to help protect millions of
refugees against severe, life-threatening win-

ter weather conditions,” said Prince Alwaleed
Bin Talal Bin Abdulaziz Alsaud, Chairman of
Alwaleed Philanthropies. 

Urgent shelter 
The “Tweet for Heat” campaign aims to pro-

vide urgent shelter and warm blankets to mil-
lions of refugees at risk of hypothermia.
Temperatures are expected to reach record
lows this winter in the Balkan Peninsula,
Turkey, the eastern Mediterranean, Syria,
Lebanon, Jordan, and other areas in Europe.
Children are especially at risk of freezing to
death due to their slender bodies and inade-
quate protection from frigid temperatures and
blizzards. Currently, the Syrian refugees’ most
urgent needs are blankets, clothes, heaters,
stoves and waterproof tents. 

“I would like to thank Prince Alwaleed Bin
Talal for leading this innovative initiative that
will highlight the plight of displaced Syrians
during this harsh winter. Many people are suf-
fering terribly in the cold, but the available
resources to help them are limited. This cam-
paign will be crucial in raising awareness and
providing much-needed support to tens of

thousands of vulnerable families,” said Filippo
Grandi, the High Commissioner of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR).

The “Tweet for Heat” campaign will provide
members of the public with a firsthand
account of twenty refugee families’ difficult liv-
ing conditions. By using heat-monitoring
devices that automatically tweet changing
temperatures, and by searching for the hash-
tag #TweetforHeat. 

Brutal temperatures
Social media users can witness the brutal

temperatures endured by vulnerable refugee
families in winter. The refugees’ first-hand
account of their journeys, struggles and hopes
for the future will be captured, shared and
continuously updated on the “Tweet for Heat”
campaign website: tweetforheat.com.

The public is urged to use the hashtag:
#TweetforHeat to help raise awareness about
the plight of the refugees by re-tweeting the
temperatures refugees face. They are also
invited to visit the “Tweet for Heat” campaign
website (Tweetforheat.com) where they can

follow the refugees’ compelling first-hand sto-
ries of their search for warmth and safe refuge
this winter. 

The UNHCR’s regional winter plan aims to
address these essential requirements and
secure the winter needs of 2.5 million dis-
placed Syrians. The winter plan urgently

requires $171 million in order to secure emer-
gency shelter and winter kits among other
critical items to safe guard refugees against
the relentless weather conditions. The public is
also being encouraged to donate directly to
the UNHCR’s life-saving winter assistance by
visiting: donate.unhcr.org.

Alwaleed Philanthropies, UNHCR launch Campaign in support of syrian refugees

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah chair’s the cabinet’s meeting yesterday. — KUNA

PM calls for reevaluation of plans

amid volatile economic conditions
KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah has called for
a reevaluation of plans amid volatile economic
conditions in country with aim of cutting spend-
ing, Minister of Information said yesterday.

Sheikh Salman Al-Sabah, also Minister of
State for Youth Affairs, was speaking after a
weekly cabinet meeting, presided over by His
Highness the Prime Minister, which tackled
plans of reassessment concerning dispatch of
patients to seek medical treatment abroad.

The cabinet also has agreed to implement a
recommendation by the Committee of
Economic Affairs, to establish a free trade zone
in the southern Al-Nuwaiseeb area. Minister of
Commerce and Industry Dr Yousef Al-Ali, in
remarks during the meeting, revealed that the
Ministry has assumed control over Al-Nuwaiseeb
free trade area.

Moreover, the cabinet also reviewed the
implementation of annual plan for the years
2015/16, as Minister of Social Affairs and Labor
and Minister of State for Development and
Planning Affairs Hind Al-Subaih, offered a
detailed explanation of the country’s future
vision and developmental goals. The annual

plan for the years 2015/16 contains a total of 531
projects to be initiated by joint efforts of the
country’s public and private sectors.

Subaih also touched on some hurdles that
could impede implementation of the projects,
sharing with the Cabinet some strategies that
can be employed to overcome these obstacles
and facilitate the implementation of the proj-
ects. The cabinet also discussed developments
in a number of crucial issues in both regional
and international arenas.

Cameron’s letter
Meanwhile, the cabinet also discussed a letter

sent by British Prime Minister David Cameron to
His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. In the letter, Cameron
extolled historic relations between Britain and
Kuwait, underscoring firm commitment to pre-
serving peace and security in the Gulf region.

Cameron also extended an invitation to His
Highness the Amir to partake in the fourth
International Donors’ Conference slated for
February in London. The conference is part of
efforts of mitigating human suffering in Syria.

The Cabinet also reviewed a letter by Bill and

Melinda Gates Foundation’s Co-Chair William
Henry Gates, who thanked His Highness the
Amir for the hospitality during a recent visit to
the country. Gates also lauded His Highness the
Amir’s dedication to humanitarian causes across
the globe.

The Cabinet also discussed the impending
visit of Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi, who
is due to arrive in the country today. Mexican
President Enrique Pena Nieto’s visit to Kuwait
last week was touched upon, where a total of
seven agreements on cooperation in a myriad of
fields were signed between Kuwait and Mexico.

With the onset of national day celebrations in
the country, Sheikh Salman noted that a special
flag raising ceremony was held earlier yesterday,
heralding the commencement of celebrations of
the 55th national day, 25th anniversary of libera-
tion from Iraqi occupation and the 10th anniver-
sary of His Highness the Amir assuming power.

Given the enormity and festive nature of the
occasion, Sheikh Salman said that His Highness
the Prime Minister extends sincerest congratu-
lations to the people of Kuwait, wishing persist-
ent peace, prosperity, security and stability in
the country.—KUNA


